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Frank Zimmermann-Viehoff
Reviewer

**Reply to comments by Reviewer 2**

**Reviewer's report: Minor essential revision:**

The language still shows considerable weaknesses (misspellings, expressions). In my opinion, language editing would be necessary before the manuscript can be published. All other points were adequately addressed.

As you recommended, we have reviewed the entire paper following the recommend structure and language editing. We have corrected the grammatical mistakes, misspellings and expressions on the manuscript. Some sentences have been change, without lose its principal meaning. A natural English speaker has made all these corrections.

I thank you for your attention and courtesy.

Sincerely,

Rosalinda Posadas-Sánchez, MSc.
Departamento de Endocrinología
Instituto Nacional de Cardiología “Ignacio Chávez”
Address: Juan Badiano No. 1 col. Sección XVI, Tlalpan,
C.P. 14080. Mexico, D.F., Mexico.
Tel: +(52)55732911 Ext. 1272 Fax:+(52)55734687
E-mail: rossy_posadas_s@yahoo.it